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W

e haven’t any rights, you know.
It’s icing, all of it, that the inanimate
behaves itself and that my dancer
makes a life of love and difference
for she was born to be magnificent
defying entropy whereas the dust
not being sentient does what it does
swept up by wind and with no
reason to do otherwise falls
down again 
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She spoke no less than truth and not a flicker of regret. I’d
seen her suffering and touched striated scars where hell
had scorched the arms and etched the face. But she
emerged with wisdom and serenity, resilient by nature,
saved by grace. Her happiness had proven unassailable,
swaddled as it ever is within the soul that glows like
candlelight beneath the skin. 

Heart Lights

E

very woman with a mother’s soul holds a candle in
her heart that summons the beloved when the time is
right. To the patient spirits waiting for their
incarnation, Earth and Heaven are inverted, heart-lights
sparking distantly—unreachable above or seeming so, but
listen! Isn’t there a whispering, a sigh, breath mixed with
breath? And yet they watch the galaxy of yearning
flames that stretch and dance like peacocks vying for
selection by a hen, the most fastidious of fowl. Some
women chafe at the delay, but motherhood is never
gained in competition, only recognition, forms aligning,
shapes compatible as books and curiosity. And then a
flame erupts, a dying star’s last sacrificial flare—the signal,
unmistakable and irresistible, flung through all the known
dimensions and a hundred more, stimulating ancient
senses, as well as the prosaic five or six that science is
conversant with. The child requires no further evidence…
anticipates the mother’s taste; her scent; the steady, safe
vibration of her heart, made ready for the sacrament.
***
In early labor, uterus contracting with deceptive
clemency, I asked my mother after one hard spasm, What
if I don’t love my baby? Unexpectedly emotional (for she
was typically plainspoken, even pithy), she said this: I
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promise, daughter of my heart, to save your child you’d
brave a wall of fire. She shrugged and smiled. You’ll do
what mothers do.
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Born Again

I

The memory of something creates the same biochemistry
as the event itself. —Christiane Northrup

’d come to love my little nest and wished for
nothing better, till not only did it get too snug but
had begun to press at me, and quite unpleasantly,
so naturally, I shoved it back.
In another day or so, as I attempted vainly to get
comfortable, the place erupted. Everything was chaos,
like a train upended. Something pushed me forward. I
resisted, clenched my fists; the Something wouldn’t be
denied, and whump! A short ride later, on a burst of
incandescent light I clumsily emerged. A pair of clever
hands were wrapping me against the pinch of cold
when I began to bitch about the insult of it all. The
wail I’d formed in protest had become irrelevant, and
thus my first attempt to talk came out a thin, truncated
squawk. The hands arranged the blanket so, to frame
my face and shade my eyes, and then they gave me to
my future and my past….
My mother! There she was, her freckle-face expressive
of intelligence, a kind heart, love, and weariness.
How glad she was to see me—that was clear enough,
though there remained a twist of memory of pain,
but I was not to blame, I knew. No anger simmered in
those clear blue eyes, just understanding, adoration,
recognition, and surprise; for she and I had met.
The first awareness after sleeping is a mix of miracle,
annoyance, and a thought: “I did not ask for this.”

Kate Greenaway

What follows might be, “…but I guess I’ll make the best
of it,” or “…so I’m going back to sleep”; but very few
of us, once conscious, willingly opt out of it. We
might complain; we might embrace it, dance it, fear it,
have a passionate affair with it. There is a series of
experiments, a trying-on of styles. At last we choose
one, saying, “This is who I’m meant to be”—the first of
quite a few identities.
And when I hit my stride, as I believed, my mother
died. I had to change my definition of corporeality,
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because I knew my mother wouldn’t ever leave me—
this from being lost when I was six in a department
store so vast that children wander it for decades casting
left and right in desperation, seeking parents they’ve
been separated from, and I might be there still had not
my mother found me next to Millinery by the
escalator, sobbing with a bottomless despair until
someone said, “Hush. She’s here.” Then—was there
ever such euphoria as this? Does bliss like mine when
Mother lifted me and stroked my hair exist this side of
Heaven? I believed her when she whispered, “I will
never leave you.” And she never did.
I was twenty-six, Melba only sixty-two and far too
young, too necessary, too beloved. Life, such as it
was, went on. I clung like Mama Bear to Marian, the
daughter of my heart, my mothering enriched by
knowledge of its frailty; and there were hitherto
unknown dimensions in it, shades of joy and
tenderness and conscious layering of memories, and
still... to say I missed my mother would have seemed
irreverent. For her to not exist was more than
unacceptable; it could not be. It was impossible.
She came to me in dreams at first. She had been
traveling, she said—a trip to Asia. She had visited
Japan, had been on Okinawa; she had seen the
emperor. “You might have mentioned it,”
I murmured with a tinge of bitterness.
She only laughed.
A whiff of Shalimar would let me know she’d
happened by. There was a year when every day I
woke up with the sense of Mom and Dad as they had
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been on Saturdays, the two of them as near as in the
kitchen. I was positive if I went in
(I never did) I’d find them drinking coffee, smoking
cigarettes, and planning out their afternoon. I’d stay
in bed to savor it, their presence, more than an
illusion, less than paradise, but warm and palpable as
sunlight.
There’s the thin reality of chemistry and physics, just a
ship upon a sea of deeper truth. In time the vision will
solidify. What we call mystery, by sharper wisdom will
be clarified, and everything that seems miraculous or
merely strange and contradictory will come into its
own. The slap of consciousness we felt when we were
born, and the ambivalence of it, will fade, succeeded
by a reawakening so ripe with love that everyone will
wonder what the fuss and fighting were about and
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have a party every night to celebrate the waning of
the moon, swans on the lake, a notable nonbirthday,
or a hollyhock that bloomed that afternoon (or
withered, making way for one more callow).
In the meantime, when I am bereft, when loneliness
encroaches on my blanket of serenity, I’ll rest my head
on Mother’s lap and thank her that she kept her
promise, never having left me, coming when I called…
never having gone away at all. 

Kate Greenaway
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brood and notice small tears in the
drapery.
I tell my heart it doesn’t need to drift in
gravity’s deceptive ease, or shiver in the
clammy air, or rid itself of insubstantial
burdens. Little effort is required to ascend
the gentle path of love. The poor heart
merely must present itself and can be
certain of success, for love has its
own energy, and does the rest. 

Lazy Heart

O

n certain summer days, when
there is something in the air that weighs
it down—that enervating water-pollen mix,
perhaps—when the barometer has risen, or
it’s fallen, at the moment I’m afraid I don’t
remember which—and when the sky’s opaque
and dull, and even chatty cardinals don’t
communicate; a robin can’t be bothered to
investigate a sign of subterranean activity
nearby, though it would likely yield
a meal—
and I suppose they’re healing from frenetic
spring, which, once awakened, rubbed its eyes
and surged to life, demanding that its
residents fall smartly into place, and now
they’re taking mental-health days; we should
pay attention, for they put our human pace
to shame—
on days like these my heart is lazy.
If allowed to, it would lie about and
gravitate toward yesterday, imagining
that then it didn’t have to labor so
to be engaged with people, places,
occupations. “Ah, if only now were then,”
it teases, tempting me to give it space for
wallowing, and all too soon the rest of me
would hurry and mature and move away.
It’s true there was contentment that
eludes me now, when I have time to

Arthur Rackham
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A Mother’s Watershed

M

otherhood’s the wide, green river curving through
the heart, beginning to beginning, watering the
tilted plain and surging through my veins,
emerging now and then, mysteriously salinized. It burns
the skin; the eyes turn into lakes, emitting rivulets that
carry off the residue of transitory misery or happiness,
neglected joy, and bittersweet remembrance.
At too great a distance from her watershed I am bereft,
without a home or compass. Safe beside her, I am known
and cherished, strong and capable, refreshed, refreshing,
blessed, eternal.
Just tonight she has reminded me that it is time to fill the
bottles from her wells. That must be why I am so thirsty. I’d
forgotten: There's no virtue in the kind of sacrifice that
weakens me. I, too, am mother of a hundred streams.
Depleted, how can I be generous?
Everything I plant in gardens on her slopes and in her
valleys flourishes, oblivious to drought and flood, in sun
or shade. Her spirit thrives in maple trees and terraces of
pungent herbs, lilacs, vines of wild rose. Hers is a subtle
presence, growing lush just as the summer wanes, in
towers of chrysanthemums, in harvesting of apples, pears,
and plums. Because of her protection, by her foresight, in
her love and grace— thus am I snug all winter long. She
has put up enough for sustenance and liberality, for
fellowship and charity. Don’t worry, I can hear her
murmur. God is good, there are provisions in the cellar,
and abundant game runs in the wood.

Elizabeth Shippen Green

There is neither benefit nor leisure found indulging in the
shame of having taken her for granted, nor should I
blame myself for offering a song or fragrance not the
same as hers, for of necessity our courses separated long
before (I thought) they ought to have. Unable to go
back, impelled by currents I had no control of, I have
faced implacably great cliffs of stone. Had I not known
she waited on the other side, I might have stayed and
gathered to myself the streams that chance and gravity
had given me. I could have settled like a placid lake in
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such a Canaan, if it were indeed the Promised Land and it
had been my destiny to populate that fertile valley. But
the bottom would not hold; I must go on or be
absorbed, and I was born to sing and on the strength of
just one chorus, honed to honesty, could slice through
bedrock, if need be, to force my way beyond the granite
gates and flow again beside my source.
And I had generations to propel to greatness of their
own in time, not mine to choose, thank God for that;
thank Heaven that I finally knew how many rocks I need
not move. The hurdles would make way for me or not,
regardless of how hard I pushed, without respect to
karma or the stories I’d created, saying, Stumbling blocks,
remove yourselves and go impede somebody else. As it
turned out, they were as porous as the sand. I simply
drifted through, emerging purer than before. I left
behind (for compost) death and other sediment. What
better could I do but flow in ease and lightness toward
the source, to motherhood herself? Why should I race to
reach a destination foreordained in any case, when there
are fields and groves along the way? 

Elizabeth Shippen Green
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An Angel’s Answer to a Mother’s Prayer

M

y space inviolate, circle of safety,
whitewashed in whorls of sunlit
midday sky—here is a cradle; here is
a lullaby; here is the wild strawberry,
here is the lily of the valley, in the
shade, these unpretentious in their
fragrance and their aspect. Charmed,
I fill my lungs with scents of earth
and flower essence, and my heart
with favorable winds—nothing tainted is
permitted here. I saturate my sight
with creamy, fair spring blooms and
timid yellow-green sweet grass. Angels
who spun in the vapor now sit
quietly, attentively, except for one,
more garrulous than her sisters,
beside me.

All that is kind; all things for
love; all hope for peace, you’ve
just to ask. It is our only task
to give you ease, to please you,
to create a clean, unsullied heart
in you, achieving what you’ve
chanted at the precipice of
sleep, so near believing all
these years. Look! Every tear you
spent for love and penitence is
sacred; each was shed in honest
pain, and we have saved them
for this baptism.

Bessie Pease Gutmann

Be happy, then. Know that we
do not neglect the children of
your heart. Beat by beat, we
watch and mend their spirits,
sore and unprotected though
they seem. There! It is done, and
they have recognized the
messengers of their salvation,
and believed. We have embraced
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them with a lambency that
cleaves to them, however bleak,
however savage are
the winds.
Understand that love like this
no angel can resist. It’s
manna, meat and drink to
us. Now you must let them
go; now do release, entrust
them to us. We shall keep
them in an easy custody,
their warden shall be bliss.
This circle is no place for fear.
Nothing feeds it here. Now
be serene, as you were meant to
be, for all is well. The trivial,
pathetic demons from the place
called “hell,” which is no place at
all but just an errant shadow, we
have chased away by saying “Boo”
and making faces at them. Yet they
scare you so, they interrupt your
dancing—as if they were
substantial … as if they
were not less
than air. 

Bessie Pease Gutmann

March 2012
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A Season’s Fallow Field at Rest

I

believe that when I die I shall be someone’s little child
again, and at my birth the aunties and the grandmothers
will say, “She is an old soul.” I’ve seen a few, just liberated
from the womb, born wise, with ancient eyes like deep,
pure, pristine pools alight with clarity. I shall be one of these...
serene, at ease with bliss, and intimate with holiness.
Once, when I had given death permission to accept me
there and then, I glimpsed that feared, benighted passageway
(the one, it’s said, that carries souls to Heaven), and the glory
it gives way to in the end; and isn’t it, I wondered, isn’t death
just being born again?
I shall not want to go... though the seed of what I shall
become is even now astir in earth softened by the thaw: I,
a pale, sturdy stem, made for a moment’s innocence, drawn
without volition upward by the slanting sun.
But this is only what I know, not what I hope for. Now
I cling to what is near and pleases me. Experience has taught
me that I shall be satisfied and peaceful, just as long as I can
find you when the twilight comes. Yet not I but the Almighty
binds perfection, intimating more than we are taught
of mystical and endless love that never, ever ceases
to amaze.
At dawn, the first and bravest ray, familiar as the roadside
clusters of sweet clover, buttercups, and goldenrod in a
Nebraska summer, can still astonish—but the spark is not the
sun, and we are promised nothing less. If we only knew it, we
have just begun to love, and there is time enough; someday
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we shall be grateful for the interruption—just a season’s
fallow field at rest.
Blessed indeed are they who go with certainty that they are
needed elsewhere for a space; that in the vastness of the
universe, there is a place in which their ministrations are
required, and they are content to slip away.
When I’m no longer where you are accustomed to, regret
my going if you must, but know I live, and not so far away. And
I do not forget you. Will you look for me?
Look for me in commonplace and sacred spaces. Look for me
in prayers and hymns and growing things... the calm vitality
of a supple reed in shallow water just at evening, at the cusp
of autumn.
Look for me where there are children. Set your cynical
imposture aside and be astounded. Don’t you know that
nothing is coincidental? If you, having found me, disallow
your intuition... if you walk away, I shall run behind
and tug your shirttail, and whine and wail till I turn
blue; and you will gather courage, as if to contemplate
a Gorgon instead of loveliness too compelling to embrace
for fear of losing cognizance of time and place. And there
you will remain a bit, nonplussed, bemused, and ill at ease,
fumbling for your pipe and flask or the equivalent;
but in the end you will be satisfied, not all at once,
but by degrees, that I still live just as I promised. 
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Midsummer’s Eve

Child of the morning, you rise with the dawn,
Watching the first misty ray
Breach the horizon and venture beyond
Into the midsummer day.
Daughter, we saw you and wept for your pain.
Close ‘round your spirit we flew.
Each raised a torch to the undying flame;
Each lit a candle for you.
Now in the moonrise, as in the sun,
Now in the soft, fading light,
We bear you, just as we always have done
Into the midsummer night.
Now in the moonrise, now in the rain,
Now in the warm midday sun,
You’ll hear our voices sighing your name
As we have forever done.
Ever we hear you, ever we come,
As we have forever done. 

D

aughter, I sang to you as you lay there….
Did you think I’d gone away?
I held your hand… I was stroking your hair
At the close of the midsummer day.
Maybe you thought it was only a breeze,
Gentle and soft on your brow.
I was the skylark who sang from the trees,
Just as I sing to you now.
Look at the cottonwood, there by the gate.
Watch how the boughs bend and sway.
Look at the leaves; ‘tis with laughing they shake
All through the midsummer day.
Child of the evening, do you see the light
Flickering under the moon?
It is the angels who gather each night
Only to watch over you.
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Seasons

I

f you never smile at me again with utter
confidence, affection, glee, a tidal wave of
daughter-love,
or call me just because, or seek the pleasure of my
company,
and if I never plumb the mystery of one bright
Sunday’s sudden coolness, as it seemed, a grimace
widening into a breach that overthrew our former
intimacy, life and breath to me,
I shall philosophize, with dubious acuity,
that I relied too much upon the blessedness of our
confiding, mutual and whimsical and rare as rubies in a
robin’s nest;
or that I might have given you a shade more
adoration than I offered to the Deity;
or that our road had of itself divided and it would
have anyway, without the aggravation of discordant
words, without the rupture of compatibility,
And I’ll rejoice wholeheartedly, or near enough, that
you have made a distant life of beauty, purpose,
grace, and family;
And when I grieve, as I confess I do from time to time
(as one might, walking in a cherished wood when all
the birds have fled),
I shall remember you in childhood, gypsy summers,
winters spent with piles of books and just enough of
fortitude; the stories read in easy chairs and ancient
beds; enchanted outings to the parks and palaces of
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once-great men, or merely two flights up to visit
friends; the happiness of coming home and settling in;
And I shall think upon the loveliness of seasons
and the generosity of hours we had
and be ingenuously glad, or near enough,
indeed. 
Winter 2014
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What Ails the Tree?

dancers, fellow travelers who
swept in on the common current.
These few needed naught but early
sunlight and a sip of water
for the job at hand: absorbing
earth and air and moisture and a
spritz of magic, effortlessly
mixing the exact proportions,
and proliferating madly,
tossing blooms in colors never
seen or thought of, brazen, soft, that
artist-angels crafted, playful,
laughing gleefully like children
with their paints distilled from rainbows,
crystals, and the redwing’s feather,
droplets in the predawn mist
becoming prisms with the sunrise.
We could hardly trust our eyes as
new and more exotic shades
arrived and deepened with the seasons.
Side by side the two survivors
climbed a ladder to the sky,
invisible to lookers-on and
passers-by, their private channel

W

e began in an oasis,
an impossibility of green,
with here and there a pool
and ornamental poppies in the
wasteland drawing water from a
secret spring beneath the chalky
crust, refreshment, unexpected,
serendipitous—a present
when it’s not your birthday, something
undeserved, not meant to earn or
bleed for. Carried on a dry breeze,
seeds alit, each one so small a
thousand would have fit and then some
on Belinda’s fingertip. A
few fortuitously landed
on hospitable terrain. By
chance or chosen, had the seeds been
planted inches to the east, they’d
likely not have grown and flourished—
withered, blown away, or frozen,
desiccated like the other
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to whatever they espied, a
glimpse of paradise allowed to
them, denied to others, who knows
why? Whatever destiny was
etched into the seeds showed plain as
height and girth proportionate gave
stalwart shade and grace, and made them
hardy in the summer heat and
stronger even with the autumn,
never daunted by the chill,
impervious to bitter weather,
fed by roots extending broad and
deep. No storm could fell the sturdy
stems or loose their petals, fling them
skyward, shred them or erase their
scent. I wondered at the sweetness,
swelling day by day and gaining
strength in every living cell—
until the day they parted ways—which

is to say, the one raced on, the
other lagged behind. Till then, there
was a rhythm to their motion,
like a swallow’s wings exchanging
signals: lift and glide, and tilt and
level off, without deciding
by committee which assignment,
whose responsibility—as
if a nerve were severed all at
once and only one could thrive. When
people saw the interruption,
they would whisper to each other,
Look! What ails the tree? Nobody
had an answer. No one does
today.
But lately it appears the smaller one,
whose growth was stunted,
stands a little taller. There’s an
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attitude, inclined beyond
survival, past a hope of merely
hanging on; and if indeed she’s
given up the struggle, it might
be that she has rediscovered
where the wind is blowing from, has
blown from the beginning, when it
set the seed upon the ground
above the secret spring. 
October 25, 2016
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B

ack when you still aged in increments of one-tenth of a
day, you had us prematurely lulled into complacency by
your apparent self-sufficiency. In fact, within a week we’d
gotten pretty smug and sort of didn’t really notice when you
started giving the instructions. Other babies just made noise,
where you had elegance and dignity. The babysitter gave
you deference, saluted you, referred to you as Sir, and we
were every bit as much in awe once we caught on.
Time flew. Too soon your feet grew wings. On outings,
you’d a way of vanishing, conveyed by curiosity, not pixies,
leprechauns, defiance, or an evil wind. Oh, dear, a grownup
would exclaim, the others instantly in motion, scanning with
their eyes the border of the wilderness… and you were easy to
espy, by way of being beautifully alight with wonder at the
sight of tadpoles, mossy logs, and now and then a more
exotic specimen: blue herons were among the birds whose
migratory routes converged nearby. Somebody looking on
said you seemed self-assured, impatient to arrive and make
your mark. But you were only skirting the periphery, a fringe
of saplings, chill and shadowy—a lark is all it was.
I saw a small boy flirting with the distance, contemplating an
adventure; sticking in a toe and quickly comprehending WET;
assessing the alternatives; and, for the moment, wisely thinking
better of it. 
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Just When You Start to Like Them

G

od didn’t tell us, when he gave us children, that we’d
have to give them back. Oh, there were times along
the way when we’d have gladly let them go with any
stranger who’d have taken them, but only till the tantrum
wilted or the howling gave way to fatigue. When one
had wandered from our vision, only to be handdelivered by a supermarket manager with toddler in tow,
wanting to know, Is this kid yours? we sometimes gave a
heavy sigh and answered, So it seems. We claimed them,
even when we’d rather have owned twenty Labradors or
caught ourselves considering with envy someone lying in
a hospital in traction. What we craved was time alone
without responsibilities or duties or demands. If now and
then we asked ourselves Whatever were we thinking?
when we desperately wanted to conceive, we smiled when
they were sweet and when they weren’t we soldiered on.
We had to. They were ours, no question, and we didn’t
see the gig as temporary or ourselves as marking time until
at last they flew the nest. We didn’t guard our feelings or
take care to not get too attached. We gave them
everything we had and then discovered fifty times as much
would be exacted, so unhesitatingly we gave them that
and more.
We never thought of keeping score, not even when we
would have sold our souls for half an hour of rest, a
solitary cup of coffee and a novel we could read a
chapter of uninterrupted. None of us regarded children
as investments toward a worry-free old age. We didn’t
sacrifice because someday we’d be paid back. Not once

Kate Greenaway

did we think All this stress and heartache will in some way

be redressed.
The fact remains that God was never interested in having
them when they were two and terrible or in their teens
with hormones raging. No, he waited till they ceased to
need our constant supervision and three-quarters of our
savings. Once they reached the age of understanding
and had learned civility and kindness, when they finally
were able to secure a job and make a living—that was
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how we raised them, was it not? then God said, Time’s up.
Never mind that we weren’t ready. Too bad if we didn’t know
how much we needed to be leaned on. Doggone shame if
we had cherished, way down deep, the hope that all the
sleeplessness, the tears, the worry and expense would be
redeemed. We had them when we had them, and we’re not
allowed to keep them, so we’d better take up macramé or
learn Norwegian.
If we’re lucky, they might like us and decide to keep us close,
to make a space for us within their grownup lives, their
families, their work, their recreation. If they don’t, too bad.
They didn’t ask to be here, didn’t sign a contract or accept an
obligation. It was we who took them on, to satisfy a need as
old as time, begun with Eve and Adam. And it’s not as if there
were no compensation. We don’t get to keep the kids, but if
we wish we can retain the lessons learned, the softened hearts,
the lively spirits, the compassion. Best of all, we find, when all is
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said and done, that we ourselves are blessedly and
permanently children.
Now I’ll leave you with a small suggestion: If you’re ever
bored or lonely—Yes, I know, life isn’t fair; nobody cares—
do what the children of the world do every day: Go out
and play. 

Kate Greenaway

Joy in the Month of Humid Lunching

W

eep no more, my friend; you raise the barometric
pressure in the acre you inhabit. Be at ease: It is the cusp
of seasons , when transitions nip each others’ heels.
You’ve journeyed long enough in this millennium to have
distinguished what is transient, what permanent, with nothing
more dependable than change. And do not weep into
your soup: it’s creamy leek and delicate of flavor. Your
mascara isn’t really waterproof and your foundation has an
artificial floral scent whose blend with saline isn’t in the least
felicitous.
I miss the treasures that for decades nested in my cabinet.
Twenty years ago you would have found collections, Pyrex,
Harlequin.... I believed that breasts of chicken roasted to
perfection tasted even better on spring-green Fiesta plates,
but you couldn’t put them in the microwave and they were
only dishes anyway, which twenty minutes spent on eBay
and some canny bidding could replace. Not so the man I
roasted chicken for, but he has given me the sorts of
memories that make me smile instead of crying in my
casserole.... 
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I felt a momentary quivering, the air around me,
sparrow on a wire, delivering the final spasms
of a storm whose center has been spent. A
flash, a surge—then even memories of it
were burned away, and what remained
was new and clean, anticipating, like an
April morning after rain. Because I could,
I flew, light as a thistle seed, for I was
going home as to a mother who
has prayed, has wished, has
ever waited, nearer than I
knew and patient, as the
venerable oak waits
for the weary to
require its
shade 

Sisterhood

T

he thing I feared the most was done, and there was
no one near, no one to carry me to somewhere I
might sleep away the pain. But when I raised my
head again—a reflex, really, not anticipating anything
around my patch of ground to stir my interest,
certainly no object worth the energy of
creeping toward—I found myself the center
of a circle keeping me between the earth
and sky, defying gravity, without my straining,
straining not to disappear. I wondered fleetingly
if it might be a sort of birth, this unfamiliar fearless
laxity. Oh, well. They had of course mistaken me
for someone else. But no, I couldn't make it
stick. They knew me perfectly, I was convinced. In
any case, their hearts were open for me, wider
than for pity’s sake—as if I gave a thought to
pride. My mind was otherwise engaged,
a little bit afraid to trust in a phenomenon
that demonstrated grace and generosity of
spirit meant to be depended on. And then it
dawned on me that this was something I had
known of after all, in the fallow way one
understands that there are other suns and
galaxies: the ancient, great, and silent
sisterhood that gathers in its own,
the echo of a full moon
summoning the tides as
I had come, as I was
lifted, given wings.
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Kate Greenaway

Peas and Catfish

I

gave up electricity for Lent. It was unintentional—an
accidental blackout due to lack of funds and then I just
forgot. My mind was occupied with, oh, who knows
at any given time? ...with dust motes, maybe, bouncing
slat to slat and settling at last upon a miniblind ...with all
the kinds of clouds there are, the stacking-up ones that
portend a storm, the cotton puffs, the ones that roil, and
the flat, still, formless, suffocating ceiling that can make
you feel bereft, make you forget the sun is shining warm
and bright above, and don’t you love it when the jet
you’re in glides up and up through mist into the blue?
Well, unintentional or not, one does the best one can in
each and every circumstance. Life gives you peaches, and
what’s that about, except a chance to bake a pie, perhaps
a cobbler or a tart instead... and for a heady, hungry
moment you forget your oven is, of course, electric.
Damn its cold and unresponsive coils to hell!
I had a fascinating conversation with a nun a dozen years
ago and never have forgotten one fine bit of
wisdom she dispensed: Thank God for everything, she
said, the flat tire and the lightning strike that split the tree

that sent the limb adrift to smash the roof of your
garage... and, I’m interpolating here, the power outage.

Sound advice, I’ve always thought, and meant to follow
it, but first I spent an hour being sorry for myself, another
thirty minutes self-berating, then I basked in gratitude, not
feeling it at first, just doing it, just glancing nervously at

my unruly cache of blessings, finding it a mess as I
expected. Focus, focus, said I to myself, and I began to
separate the chaff and wheat and whatnot. Sooner than I
had imagined, I had five or six neat mounds of reasons to
be happy. I began with you and then I took a nap.
My family and friends are nothing if not present, steady
flames of energy and some of it spent loving me and isn’t
that miraculous, considering that most of what I give back
is intangible—sporadic words and thankful little hymns I
dedicate to them.
And every night of this now sacred interval of dark I lit
three candles—every night my private trinity of
them—one for the bathroom, one to warm my coffee
cup (Elaine made coffee for me and my air pot kept it
tepid), and the third for prayer and meditation and just
watching it and getting lost in its forever-changing flame.
Every night I prayed for you, and if it was because I’d
nothing else to do, no music from the Internet to listen
to, it was a fine and satisfying way to spend my time
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nevertheless. With not as much success I tried to trim my
hair by candlelight and now I look as if a two-year-old
had had her way with scissors while I dozed and there are
spots of frizz and holes where hair once was, pink shiny
scalp as if I had a parasite.
I swept the dust off dresser tops and desks with one of
those green fuzzy things like hair on trolls we used to
buy. I tried to heat a bowl of oatmeal with my coffee
candle, but the mixture never did congeal, so I said,
Thank you, God, for sustenance, before I plunged into
my meal of Crystal Lite and little cookies shaped like
tigers, lions, pigs and goats and antelopes and elephants...
and then I chased it with a swig or two of chocolate
syrup. Took a tiny nap and thought while drifting off I’d
better pitch the half-a-catfish turning lethal in the freezer.
My kitties kept me warm. Tim placed a paw across my
abdomen and purred with undisturbed contentment.
Henry buried his entire head and twitched his whiskers in
my armpit, and it tickled—wicked Henry, so aloof so long
until he claimed me as his human; Miles likes to lick my
skin, whatever is exposed—my toes, this time.
I rose. I stretched, I folded clothes. I swept the kitchen
floor and washed the dishes, made a mental note to
take the catfish and the peas out of the freezer and to set
a pan of vinegar in there to neutralize the odor. If
I started to get bored, I meditated more, remembering as
Kevin Farmer teaches to include the blues if they
intruded, as they did occasionally. I contemplated
poverty but I could not sustain the thought of it. When
you’re encased in cats, you feel how near abundance is,
just like the sun, exactly like the sun above the black and

stormy sky. And when my power is restored—tonight or
in a day or two—I’ll try to fix or else disguise the defects in
my coif... and I will hope to carry out of this experience,
this accidental Lenten sacrifice, the gratitude for simply life,
sustained by energy that doesn’t flow on metal wires, that
kindles its own fires and makes a meager meal of purple
water and a lump of gritty crackers more or less delicious,
manna, if you please, from heaven on a cracked Fiesta
dish, and—oh, dear God, the peas and catfish! 
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On This Side

purposeful and more, to yet achieve, to meet and to exceed
an expectation, even one—to finish what’s begun; halfperfection wishing to be whole, to be forgiven for attaining
less than paradise. But for all that, this side is painted with
the brush that, dipped in heaven’s glory, must in time adorn
the swale with yellow clover and, today, in dust makes
manifest the morning stars. 

O

ver on the other side, there is a quiet cottage on a
grassy slope, where trees protect and decorate and
cast their pleasing shadows on the water; and where
children, hyacinths, and roses, cucumbers, and peppers
grow, and snowy linens hung to dry are blowing in the
breeze. Inside, bread rises in the oven, herbs depend from
oaken beams, and last night’s chicken in its steaming broth
becomes this evening’s stew, tomorrow’s casserole. An old
man and a young man and a boy are sharing rituals and
mending fences, while a woman, unaccountably serene,
sips coffee, shuts her eyes, and says a prayer of thanks for all
that providence supplies. But on this side are broken
shutters, dusty shelves, unanswered letters, leaves in
piles, and moldy flower beds; and seams half-sewn on halfdone dresses; half-forgotten words in half-read books; and
pressing obligations half-remembered, half despaired of.
Morning struggles through the cloudy panes of windows —
gray and half-neglected or, perhaps, defied. A pallid beam
succeeds at last and penetrates the barrier. It comes to rest
upon the drooping pothos, which persists in barely living,
never mind the diffidence its garden is.
The ray of sullen light turns motes of dust to fireflies. At first
they float at random; then they glide; then, whimsical, they
dance as if to challenge gravity or chance; as if they will
their time aloft, to have an audience, to shine like stars.
They catch the sun and flicker. They have won a moment’s
glory. Soon it ends, but they have shone.
On the other side are peace and order; on this side is
eagerness to cross the wide, intimidating border, to be
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having gotten very wet regardless,
battered, actually, chilled through, and
weary, wishing only
to be left alone to lick one’s wounds and
promise to develop thicker skin
impervious to slings and arrows ... then
by a bit of serendipity one makes the
odd discovery—One loves to tango,
play the tuba, ride a unicycle—what’s
your pleasure? You’re the patch of blue
that opens when the weather, dire
already, was expected to be uniformly
dreadful for the rest of August through
December into February and the skin
won’t thicken fast enough for any
modicum of comfort to be had, and
one can think no higher, sweeter
thought than damn and blast... and then,
for no apparent reason, there you are,
no questions asked, no explanation
needed 

Proof of Many Lives

Y

ou, immortal—scientific proof of
past and future lives. There isn’t
nearly room enough in this one for
you, with your layers and dimensions,
whimsy, ease, originality... or time
enough to peek into the corners of
your gentleness...
to more than glimpse the scenery of
your imagination... to discover
what it is that makes you laugh with such
abandon that you’re
positive you’ll use up all the planet’s
oxygen before you get a chance
to resupply your lungs and take a breath
that is sufficiently voluminous
to let you laugh another minute... to
examine pictures that some
unremembered sadness must have
sketched upon your heart and left you
kinder than before because you know
the disappointment that you
won’t get over or forget but put to use
instead when you are well and truly
moved to show compassion and you say
with absolute sincerity,
“I’m sorry. Talk to me. I want to help.”
You are one of The Surprises, happy
accidents when one is at the edge
of getting ready to be cynical, if not
today, perhaps tomorrow, having tried
too long to let a smile be one’s umbrella,
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Mabel Lucie Attwell

The history of Budapest began with Aquincum, originally a Celtic
settlement that became the Roman capital of Lower Pannonia.
Hungarians arrived in the territory in the 9th century. Their first
settlement was pillaged by the Mongols in 1241-42. The re-established
town became one of the centers of Renaissance humanist culture in the
15th century.

hatever future I embrace, this much I
comprehend: Never again need I roam the
slippery, rain-soaked streets of Budapest or
Burlington, Iowa, my face contorted with
angst and with trying to keep water out of
my eyes… in a torment of conscience at war
with yearning… struggling with my destiny
for what I devoutly hoped would be the last
time, since I have run out of synonyms for
angst, not to mention the uncertainty as to
pronunciation: Does angst rhyme with
bangst or bongst?

Following the Battle of Mohács and nearly 150 years of Ottoman rule,
development of the region entered a new age of prosperity in the 18th
and 19th centuries, and Budapest became a global city after the 1873
unification. It also became the second capital of Austria-Hungary, a
great power that dissolved in 1918.
After the Treaty of Trianon in 1920, when Hungary lost 72 percent of its
former territory, culturally and economically the country became
wholly Budapest-dominated. Budapest was the focal point of the
Hungarian Revolution of 1848, the Hungarian Soviet Republic of 1919,
Operation Panzerfaust in 1944, the Battle of Budapest of 1945, and the
Revolution of 1956.

Cited as one of the most beautiful cities in Europe, its extensive World
Heritage Site includes the banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter,
Andrássy Avenue, Heroes' Square, and the Millennium Underground
Railway, the second oldest in the world. Other highlights include a total
of 80 geothermal springs, the world's largest thermal water cave system,
second largest synagogue, and third largest Parliament building. The city
attracts about 2.7 million tourists a year, making it the 37th most popular
city in the world according to Euromonitor.

Should I listen to my heart and follow my
desire to be a rain-soaked, angst-torn, dime-store
novelist? Should I bow to duty and
pursue a calling as a passionate,
anachronistic, hollow-cheeked, myopic
Whig reformer, like my father and his father
before him and his father and his father’s
auntie Pru, and so forth? Or should I
surrender to the primal longing for a
double-chocolate-cherry malt at the DQ and
resolve the question of my destiny in the
night’s chill nonchalance after the wine-and-cheese
affair at the textile museum? 
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Red Barn

this place? I look around at grain and barns and
woodlands, and I see familiar faces though there’s not a
soul in sight. Have I lived here? Will I come this way
again? We’re not allowed to know these things except in
dreams and visions, near the end. I’m happy to surrender,
let God plan the where and when... and, in the meantime,
give my full attention to the view outside my window,
even if it’s just an ordinary partly-sunny summer
afternoon.... 

O

nce so ordinary that it didn’t warrant looking up
from Mrs. Wilder’s On the Shores of Silver Lake— the
book I’d brought to stave off boredom as we
drove from Omaha to Kansas City, Wichita, or
Denver if our father had sufficient time for an adventure—
now I yearn to roam the place outside the window.
Maybe there’s an angel who will set me down along the
narrow road and let me walk a little way. The sorghum’s
thick and yellow-gold; a few more weeks and red will
creep in till the field looks like a sea of flame and clashes
with the ancient barn’s fresh paint. A silo waits for harvest,
empty now, expectant. Half a mile away, low hills alive
with cottonwoods rise from the plain beneath a blue sky
and the whitest clouds I’ve ever seen. The road curves
northerly and breezes by another barn as scarlet as this
one. I see prosperity and dedication—even, I daresay,
devotion—to the land; a family, a hand or two, and a
community for backup when the sun burns up a crop or
when a spate of hail engulfs and pummels one; a
neighbor’s mother passes on, another falls sick just a day
before his daughter’s wedding. Someone steps in so the
chores are done, the bride’s dress gets eleventh-hour
attention when a seam needs mended, and the
decorations go up at the armory for the reception—bless
the Reverend Henry Nelson’s sister’s cousin Mary Ellen
visiting from Great Bend for the day. How is it that I know
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Sigh from a Lady Robin

and dare to ask if creatures love or merely seek to share a
warm, dry place in order to survive. But I am certain that,
when something seeming unextraordinary tugs at my
attention, God has sent an invitation to be witness to a
miracle, reminding me to scrape the cobwebs from my
eyes and clear my vision, so that when a common dawn
throws warm, fresh sunlight in great bands across the
sleeping plain, which fairly leaps with sudden jubilation at
the hint of summer, greening as days lengthen,
quickening apace, I see in the changing, always and
inevitably, grace. 

I

t seemed a small, inconsequential ripple on the surface
of an ordinary day; a causeless wind had risen from a
placid bit of sky, dislodging a mimosa stem distinctive
for its pinkish silkiness and scarcity—the only blossom
of its kind for acres upon miles and recognizable by rows
of arches bearing tiny, oval leaves in pairs, unanimated
partners in an English country dance; the petals too are
unremarkable at first, too pale to draw the eye, and
circular, like almost-white confetti.
Then I wondered why I noticed it at all, this inconspicuous,
lopsided, faintly aromatic bit of tree, though, inattentive as
I tend to be, it likely thwacked me on the head. Perhaps I
was reminded of a sigh as from a lady robin settling in—a
plumpish mound of feathers, rust-red belly, glossy wings,
and watchful eye, a shelter for the objects of her sole
responsibility... her task exquisitely uncomplicated,
satisfying nonetheless, affording her the sweetest possible
contentment, since—without the least idea why—she does
the job she absolutely must, the very thing the universe
insists upon and in the only way that she, in body, soul,
and spirit, can give comfort and receive it.
There are those more learned and articulate than I who
understand the management of such impeccable
performances—some who, in the name of knowledge, out
of curiosity, assign particular behavior to material stimuli
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An Arizona Arbor

Whatever dark things happen in the night,
the morning sunlight washes them away
and we accept another virgin day.
I wonder—How can people find
the world such a contaminated
kind of place when sunlight
reaches into every pore of
being—sanctifying, desiccating foul
detritus of anxiety and indolence?
And when we let it in, the purifying sun
burns away the rubble and the wreck of yesterday.
All forgiven! Nothing to regret, no debt to pay,
and we are not the creatures of our past, tainted
by allegiances that didn’t last, crippled by a
choice to take a winding road that led to
nothing but experience.re as we were that first day of
the world when we were set upon a mountaintop and
given everything our lives could hold. 

T

his is why I live here,
this immaculate occasion once
a day. Desert turns to fairyland,
early-morning light turns drab,
dead gray to glory, wind stirs
sunlit leaves like thirty kinds of
lettuce, green and gold, green
and gold, limb motion whispers;
creosote and squat mesquite
quiver in devotion —
dew-scented, sunlight-drenched, still
cool and fresh and equal to the
coming heat.

June 1997
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Anna at the Well

P

rayer is the portal open to Heaven:
Offer your thanks for blessedness.
Practice forgiveness, seventy times seven;
fling threads of love in every direction.
Prayer’s to the spirit as water to the body.
Silenced by dust and dry, Anna drinks her fill,
grateful for blessedness—sweet, cool, and soothing—
body and spirit renewed at the well.
From the village that surrounds
the living, dancing spring, the wise go forth
at dawn in bliss, for each has found
her place in Creation, his purpose on earth.
Work has a joyous, salubrious rhythm.
Ah! The clock strikes. For three minutes each hour,
all labor ceases: first, one for the anthem,
then one for the dancing, the last one for peace.
These are the new and the ancient of sacraments
every day celebrated by those who dwell
in grace beside the clear spring where happiness
flows in the water from the everlasting well.
Once we sacrificed to the
universe; from the wealth
of our fear we gave tedious,
mad, and merciless toil.
At the well Anna prayed
and the Creator said,
“Love, dance, and celebrate;
“Drink from the living well.”

Rene Cloke

Aged and wise, even she is uncertain
how many seasons on earth she has dwelled... yet
tonight Anna dances ‘til the star-studded curtain
pales, and silver beams make pure the well.
Here is true alchemy, glorious, sacred:
all things are made of love; all things return to love.
Gone are illusions of distance and separation...
in their place, all join hands in love’s wild dance.
These are the new and the ancient of sacraments
every day celebrated by those who dwell
in grace beside the clear spring where happiness
flows in the water from the everlasting well. 
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Navigation

T

he young sink easily from head to heart like birds
through low clouds, wings spread in an ecstasy of
power, flipping, fluttering the tips instinctively, now
dipping with the currents, now resting on prevailing
winds. They disengage the brain, lost in sensation,
craving more. For all their wishing to, they were not
born to soar as eagles do—not yet, but someday, as
a gift of grace.
Solitary hawks surveilling circle low but hunt this
field in vain and so with great and mighty clapping
of their wings they race like arrows on the upward
arc and pierce the misty layers of the sky; but even
they don’t dare enrage the gods by flying where the
air is thin, the ether delicate, where all their strength
and skill and their sly wit are impotent.
Not yet wise, the young enlist intelligence, depend
on it, and then forget to breathe. The mind is only
half a navigator. Intuition is the needed complement,
or else the course is set without respect to joy. The
head considers well the destination; it’s the heart that
loves the voyage, praising Heaven for the ocean
and the waves. 
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Sunny, Chance of Scattered Storms

O

Memory of mine, if some trifling irritation should
arise and take the form of a complaint… perhaps, my
pillow is too hard or soft or otherwise refuses to
accommodate my head’s topography... or it occurs to me to
wonder if I locked the door and I, a-grumble, leave my bed
and stumble twenty feet to check—the door indeed is locked,
and I protest...
Remind me gently, Memory, about the day when I believed
I had nowhere to live... about my lying in the dark on cold
faux marble tile in hostile territory, as it seemed, behind a
locked door labeled “Detox Intake”... about the racing
heart, the inward violence, despair thrashing crazily in a
bottomless, vast lake of peace that maddeningly would not
swallow it—serenity that would not yield....
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And, Memory, allow me never to forget the brisk,
efficient kindness of the human hands that brought a
blanket; tired eyes yet bright with hope that read my vital
signs; exhausted voices—gravelly with having been
pressed into service going on eleven hours in a facility
both understaffed and overcrowded—that still could ask
with curious compassion, Are you having thoughts of
suicide? Remind me, Memory, of that sudden and eternal
and surprising certainty: I didn’t want to die.
And then release me, Memory of mine, from history
back into life, the bliss that is this very minute, warm
and glorious with sunlight and the possibility,
however slight, of thunderstorms. 

This Is Eden

for every adverse circumstance is compost for the garden
you are growing.

D

utifully trooping down a wooded path at nine a.m.,
the time allotted to the River Hike, in single file
through what we call a “forest” in Nebraska, we were
guided by an Ogallala Sioux who knew the flora and
the fauna well, and who could tell the stories that his fathers
learned from theirs—ancient lore and honest truth. When
we began to hike the river path, the air was crisp, as early
April often is in shady places where we stood. A warming
breeze blew from the south; the feel of dappled sun was
pleasing, and the faintly clapping leaves of poplar
comforted. It felt like being in a painting by Monet, not
quite awake, part of the balmy scenery, and nothing was
required of me, so I could dream. His quiet voice was
calming, reverent, alive with awe at the profound simplicity
of trees in early stages of awakening from winter and the
hardiest and boldest of the flowers—the most impervious to
frost and hungriest for sunlight.
With half an ear I listened to the monologue; the other half
was elsewhere, I confess, until the man said something, gently,
that arrested my meandering attention. Unsentimentally
(or we would all I think have been embarrassed,
contemplating, suddenly, our shoes), he said Thank you
to the earth on which we trod, for bearing us, and to the
flowers for their blooming, to the trees for shade and
beauty and the fruit that they would yield in time. Through
his eyes I saw Eden, and I realized how Eve and Adam must
have felt, or ought to have—the gratitude for being in a
paradise created just for them, a place where all is sentient
and more, benevolent, and eager for their happiness.
The impression has remained with me, one of humility and
continual astonishment, and brings me peace. And I’ve
known people to be grateful for the oddest things.
Thank God, a nun instructed me when I was young, for

everything: for being stranded on the highway, out of gas ,
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Such advice is seldom taken at the moment, but I have
benefited from it, meeting trouble with a greater
equanimity than otherwise I might have done.
Why shouldn’t I, if he can—this descendant of the People
who were systematically cut down by destiny deemed
“Manifest” and thus ennobled, but for whom? A few at
first, assisted by technology and able to bestir their fellow
citizens to racist fervor, skilled at propaganda, to a thirst
for land, which turned too soon to gluttony, too easily
to genocide, too comfortably ascribed to godliness and
righteousness. And yet the man in front of us this April
morning thanks the ground he walks on and the stream
for water, even if it flows less clear and clean and deep
than in his fathers’ time… and this is not to say the People
had no scoundrels of their own, but, saints and sinners, all
were powerless and decimated in the end.
Yet he is grateful for the sky and so, because of him,
am I. 
For Pipi, 2005

I Can Always Find That Place

higher as if they delighted in the fuel, as if their
favorite food were of the devil’s manufacture.
Angels came, reminding me of streams of starlings I
had seen at dusk, returning by the thousand from
the fields to where they nested in the isolated
stands of elm and chestnut east of town. We sang
then, lively hymns of praise and solemn chants, with
awe and reverence, and then the sky began to
change and for a moment so transparent it became
that we could see a hundred miles or more,
to forests fluttering with poplars, tips alight with yellow
morning… to the shore and to the islands in the
sea; and everything we looked upon was glorious,
more beautiful than anything a mortal had beheld—
until the fiery curve breached the horizon.
The sun moved quickly then, efficiently, a goodwife
washing trees and hillsides clean before it reached
our valley to immerse us in redemption as it had the

I

t might have been a dream I prayed. It was a
good prayer and a good dream anyway. I gave
everything to God that day, with all my heart but
otherwise no sacrifice on my part—I had nothing
anyway. It was early—in the moment when the
muted indigo of morning first begins to break and
streaks of color emanate from where the sun waits,
as if to tease and tantalize the watchers eager for
the blazing red and gold and lavender. Sunrise is
never commonplace, each one unique and never
ceasing to surprise, like rainbows after summer
storms, though you’ve seen rainbows many times
before.
We stood for warmth around a fire, and each of us
threw dry sticks into the flames, giving them the
names of our afflictions. And the flames burned

Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
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grass and leaves. A whirlwind, light and easy, stirred
the ashes, lifting up our cares and bearing them
away.
The next day, angels bore me to the gathering
at dawn. They wrapped me in a blanket like a
robe, a fleece of creamy white. An angel said
his name—Abdullah, “servant of God”—and
lifted me above the snow and kept me warm
against the lingering night, but I could see below—
apple orchards, not yet heavy with their crop but
light and lacy with the promise of it; farms and
chapels, people rising early to their chores; rivers,
lakes, clear water lapping at the verges—such
unearthly loveliness, a hazy color wheel that slowly,
lazily came into focus, nothing hurrying, released
from time.
We came at last to highlands overlooking tidy fields
and greening vales where sheep were going out
to graze; and there, beside a waterfall, the others
waited to be healed and purified. And all was as it
had been yesterday except, upon that hill, what had
been new the day before was newer still today.
I never did confide a word of my experience
among the penitents and angels… the ashes of
our suffering and pain ascending to oblivion…
for I confess I feared they’d say that it was “just
a dream.” But who can know what streams of

Scottish Highlands

love and peace might course throughout the
universe, and where, and when they might flow
by? Yet I have seen the world created, new and
luminous, and I can always find that place,
where it is always morning, early in the spring. I
only close my eyes and fly on angels’ wings to
Eden, where God sojourns peacefully at dawn. 
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P

ressing on my pearly window, Night inhales and, bloated
with the noxious air, it tries to come inside and take its
pleasure there. My little lamp is proof against the first assault
and bears the siege with dignity, but we are only three—the
lamp and Anna here with me, but Anna sleeps while Night
retreats to breathe the venom that it needs so it can swell again
and burst the breach.
All-engorging, thick with vile effluvium, and restive, Night still
heaves against the pane and probes the porous mortar, thus to
gain a continent and breathe again, but holding breath within,
as if release would leave it spent of form and substance,
vanished in a photon storm.
No, to find fragility and penetrate, just as the hungry sea assaults
the levee where it groans and swallows up the shore—except
that Night can but devour and look for more, can ebb but not
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abate, for it is powerless to moderate its gluttony, nor would it,
if it could.
Anna tosses in her sleep, as if she feels the indolent oppression,
swollen with its kill; she tries to speak but only moans, the sound of
wan resistance, drained of will, a feeble protest, habit murmuring,
“I am.” Something in her knows the enemy and would arrest it,
summoning a name, essaying ownership. It rises out of bounds
before the net is thrown.
Bereft of thought and consciousness, it senses nonetheless that
I alone am here to watch and to resist — to fill the lamp until the
fuel is gone.
One forgets at midnight that this too will pass; not even Night outlasts
the unrelenting circle. But at midnight one unreasoning expends
what has been grown and gathered season after season,
sacrifices every treasure, throws into the flame a hundred precious
artifacts, to gain a moment’s clarity. At midnight, friends have settled
in and locked their doors, oblivious to ghastly appetite, now
thickened by the certainty that Anna will comply and abdicate
her shape, to be a pool, a fog, and then evaporate.
Perhaps she dreams that Night will hide her face and nobody will
notice that the Anna space, once occupied by negligible molecules,
is vacant now. But Night and I were taken by surprise; we had
forgotten that the planet turns. At sunrise, the tenacious lamp
still burns, and Anna sighs. 
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Serve Joyfully

N

ow would the God of Abraham create a living thing
aflame with longings and desires and then allow no
way to honor them? Yet higher, higher, every nerve
and cell insist; potentialities rebel against such prejudicial
limits, which are death to them.
Think of it! Did Mendelssohn forswear his music with the
claim it brought him joy he dared not entertain? No
oratorio Elijah would the world have gained, no Scottish
Symphony, no Hebrides, no Fingal’s Cave. To turn away
from light is like a daffodil endeavoring to burrow
underground as if to hide from sun and rain and never
bloom, as it was made to do.
If self-denial is your cup of tea, then you must beat yourself
incessantly as some ascetics do and live in cellars and
subsist on parsnips. All that’s pleasant, any twinges of well-being,
you must instantly suppress. Wear sackcloth — dress
to be uncomfortable and drab. By all means, take no pride
in your endurance or your misery but chide yourself for
hedonism. Be completely occupied with others’ needs;
neglect your own, for self-indulgence is apostasy.
As for me, I mean to serve God’s people joyfully, according
to the talents and the inclinations God has given me.

Everything is for a purpose — a horse, a vine, the sun.
Go find your purpose; treat the world and God as one.*



* Marcus Aurelius, Meditations
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Marcus Aurelius

Tiny Woman in Your Tiny House

testament to anarchy or neoexistentialism
or in defiance of irradiated
vegetables or plastic—lacks utility. The
emptiness within, and all attendant
wringing of the hands and moaning in
futility and quoting Nietzsche, was
articulated so believably by poets and
philosophers inclined toward dissipation.
It was modish then to be absorbed
in hollowness of self, and stylish to be
bored; it was the fashion to be half-alive
and fully self-absorbed. But that is all
passé, while you — you are eternally in vogue.
Oh, tiny woman, deeply breathe and
fill your lungs with sacred pneuma; take up
all the room you need and some to spare.
There’s so much more out there. 

T

iny woman in your tiny house — are you
living simply or just trying not to take up
space, supposing you’re of little
consequence? Perhaps you breathe in
shallow gasps, believing your allotment of fresh
air to be a meager share; tread lightly so
as not to jar the planet; shrink a little
more when someone of importance enters.
If you knew how you are treasured!
You would swell to fill the galaxy, and
even then would not approach the
measure of that sacred love. The
reason you were made would
be emblazoned on the sky, and
you would wonder then not “why” or
”when” but only “how” to be...
magnificent. All your attention would
be given to your purpose and your
passion... for uncertainty would vanish.
Now that paralyzing angst —
that whimpering uneasiness, that
impotent examination of one’s psyche,
all of which produces, in the end, not
strengthening, but trembling in your bed,
beneath the covers; or engenders
an incomprehensible pretense of art,
the kind with clots of excrement on
giant canvases, or music meant to be a
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F

or the brave, all who remain
bold and undaunted,
to the door of the grave;
for the strong,
who see beyond the darkest hour
to the dawn.
Some gave their lives for friends, for strangers,
for honor and mercy, not gain or glory;
and the wounded heroes fear death no more—
they have seen the empty tomb behind the door.
There are battlegrounds no one will ever see
where no guns are fired, no swords are drawn.
Only the strong of heart can set a captive spirit free
to live on, praising God...
For the brave, all who remain
bold and undaunted, to the door of the grave;
for the strong, who see beyond the darkest hour
to the dawn.
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God Is in This Place (Song)

Running out of time, time and time again, and out of space
Into the waiting arms of grace; God is in this place.
This is unfamiliar territory; it’s not even in the atlas.
How’s a girl to navigate out here in the stratosphere?
All I wanted was an acre of my own to plant a little garden
In a friendly neighborhood—shouldn’t be this hard!
Have I been dreaming, or is this reality?
Doesn’t seem to matter in this galaxy I’m floating in,
Blue as the ocean; poetry in motion;
Such a strange and beautiful adventure here in space.
God is in this place; in the beating of my heart. I should have
Come apart in a thousand little pieces by now. How did I
survive?
Falling down in outer space, and finding I was falling into
grace.
God is in this place.
God is in this place. 

I

must have wandered to the edge of nowhere.
Didn’t see a soul there, didn’t even want to leave home
At all, on my small wings. (I’m afraid of falling.)
Let’s go back to yesterday—so pleasant and so safe....
God is in this place; in the beating of my heart. I should have
Come apart in a thousand little pieces by now. How did I
survive?
Falling down in outer space, and finding I was falling into
grace.
God is in this place.
There’s no retreating. Where is this way leading?
How can I keep breathing, for there doesn’t seem to be any
Air? Is this heaven? Why are there no angels?
Such a strange and terrible adventure here in space.
God is in this place, where I start and where I end
And start again, no matter what I’ve done or who I have been;

Ptolemy’s world map, c. 140 C.E.
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Wabi-Sabi Autumn

from scraps of chicken and the half a spinach salad
loosely wrapped in cellophane and almost past its freshtill date.
The grass is showing weariness, and who can blame it,
being hacked and raked and sprayed at rigid intervals all
summer? But it doesn’t strive, it just adapts, accepting
change according to its habit. After all, the sun has not
retired; it is only at a greater distance from the planet
than in April, say, or August. It comes back, requiring
none of my assistance. If I fancy there’s a cosmic
knowing nature has that dormancy is preparation, I can
rest contentedly in what I sense as temporary, as a time of
restoration, not the end of summers, not the death
of light. 

I

notice, this October, skittering shadows of the brittle
leaves that drop from sycamores in autumn, and I
wonder if the trees shed now-unnecessary foliage
to make compost while they sleep—protection
through the winter, nourishment in spring for them and
their companions and dependents, birds and bugs and
shrubbery that needs their shade.
There is along my path an ailing maple, all except a few
limbs bare, but those in crimson glory, unaware (or, if they
know, not caring) that their brother-sister branches lack the
wherewithal to bud, the sap too sluggish (or it might be
absent altogether) to remind the naked branches of their
foliating habit when the air warms and the earth
unhardens.
Once I would have grieved or fretted: What atrocity, what
human meddling, has been visited upon this innocently
thriving urban flora specimen? Today, in mid-October, I
rejoice at the phenomenon—nature acting naturally
regardless of the stimulus.
Not so long ago I dreaded winter—a colossal
inconvenience and a fearsome obstacle to my frenetic
busyness, to my insistence that I float from here to there
on friendly breezes, not get bitten by a north wind that
must certainly be vicious or at least dispassionate to
(unprovoked!) attack a lone pedestrian. Indeed I took it
personally and let it hinder my activity, when all I really
needed was another sweater and a hat or else, perhaps, a
day of rest and meditation and of making soup
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Second Spring

L

adies, let us love our bodies, every cell, from crown to
stem, without, within. These are the sturdy shells that
have accommodated women ever since they were
identifiable as embryos, and growing dwell for years that
lengthen into decades, even second centuries. Two
hundred summers, tenancies unlikely in extent, might soon
be commonplace.
Our hearts pump at a steady pace without our needing to
remind them. All our systems operate according to design;
the glands and muscles, tissues, bones, and more—
components we don’t know the names for—carry on
despite our ignorance, abuse, neglect… though we
deprive them of the necessary rest, are careless with their
maintenance, and stint on nutrients, protection, and
hydration. Do we thank them, then? How often do we
show appreciation, with perhaps a leisurely detoxifying
soak in water, Epsom salt, a hint of lavender or
peppermint? But we are victims of our species’ history, a
legacy of inattention to a woman’s architecture once its
reproductive value has expired. Who questions that, past
menopause, a woman’s body is inert, is neither functional
nor lovely with its slackened skin and its irregular terrain,
smooth here, uneven there? What many years ago
extended gracefully, the shape defined genetically, by daily
use and exercise and even fantasy… what once was in
demand as art, objectified and photographed… what once
was often asked to dance… this, willingly, wholeheartedly,
exchanged aesthetic attitudes, the sculpted given and the
coarse received.

For love and instinct did we breed and breed again…
conceived and carried sons and daughters, and delivered
them, and knew then, for the first time, what it meant to
love. When they bleated their unease, our form and
physiology responded by releasing nourishment—a flood
of it, as if a dam had given way and warm, sweet liquid
rushed to fill the frantic little cheeks—there were no words
for it. Just there and then was reason for the rest; the past
had been but preparation for that hour.
No more deserved was April’s admiration than
November’s scorn; December has its mornings, and
imagination yet can dance. 
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When the Magic Seeps Away

W

hen you were little, did your sister take you to the
movies and you saw Snow White? And ever since,
what you remember — even more particularly than
the scary witch, the mountainside, the cliff, the boulders
menacing, and lightning making everything more
frightening and starkly black and vicious — is the butterflies
and lovely Snow White singing allegrissimo in harmony,
like the McGuire Sisters, with a chorus of the bluest bluebirds
that could be imagined in a universe felicitous with color,
sunshine, grass so green and soft that you could smell the
sweetness of it, undiluted happiness, and innocence
surpassing even yours, for you knew, as Snow White did
not, that in the dark woods evil lurked. You found it quite
disturbing, feeling far from certain (inasmuch as this was
your first Disney animated feature) that Snow White, in her
naiveté, would live to see another day. You, being four
and lacking the vocabulary, couldn’t say how in your
heart you understood the magnitude of the calamity,
should it materialize: that Snow White’s dying would have
drained the light forever from the forest, leached the
green from tree and trumpet vine, and singed the grass
and driven off the butterflies, first stripping them of gaiety
and song.
Insidious, that poisoned apple was, imprisoning Snow
White in beautiful oblivion. You didn’t know that
handsome princes were a dime a dozen, as surprised as
anyone to find how magical a kiss could be when
irresistibly delivered by a prince who’d fallen instantly in

Edward Hughes 1909

unrequited love, as unrequitable it must have seemed. Of
course, he might have been a knight crusader just
returning from Jerusalem, where all the women were
ineligible: infidels or nuns. Suspended animation, by
comparison, might well have been appealing. Who are
we to judge the man’s impulsiveness, although to steal a
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kiss from one so utterly defenseless, as Snow White was,
seems in retrospect, at best unchivalrous. All’s well, I guess,
that ends well.
When the credits rolled, the lights came up, and we went
out into the bright, cold afternoon, Real Life was such a
disappointment, brutally intruding as it always does into
the bubble of whatever fantasy we’d sunken into, though
it’s not a difficult adjustment for a child, to whom the
world is always new and magical. More crushing is the
vanishing of innocence, the sad deflation of our
expectations when the magic seeps away, which happens
to us all eventually, and often it begins the minute that we
realize how drab and colorless this planet Earth can be, and
that the Disney-movie pinks and greens and singing
butterflies aren’t just uncommon, they’re impossible. Reality
then slashes at illusion, and the casualties are carefree
afternoons, enchanted evenings, and the rosy promise of
the dawn, its glory dimmed; the first glimpse of a red-gold
wedge of sun on the horizon has become a matter of
astronomy instead of alchemy.
But wait a bit; be patient. Cynicism too will run its course.
The time will come when some of us at least will understand
the power we possess to comprehend, create, and manifest.
The separation thins between the visions that proceed from
calculation and imagination. Truth, we see, is not the
province solely of the laboratory. Logic has its place, but
what it makes begins as something endlessly substantial: an
idea.
Look again, this time with inspiration, at the faded skies,
and as you watch, their tints intensify. Perhaps at first you

have to squint to see a singing butterfly… and if a little bit of
craziness is necessary to espy the faeries populating sacred
groves, the pixies flying close around the shrubbery… be not
dismayed. The child is not insane who has a conversation
with his private angels. Poplars, robins, ladybugs, and babies
speak a common language, which the elderly, the Old Souls,
and the very wise will well and truly testify. 
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Ida Outhwaite

CAFFEINE GRATITUDE
My morning coffee—yesterday’s, I must
confess, reheated in the microwave—
is less a beverage than a simple, cheap
indulgence, plus a timely tweet from God:
“A brief reminder: Bitter can be sweet.”
GOD GRATITUDE
It doesn't seem to matter what I call
the Force Divine, the Source of Love, the Guy
or Gal Upstairs, Allah, or Adonai.
It doesn't matter, when I pray, what Name
I use; it matters only that I do.
O GRATITUDE
Thank heaven for the letter O—so that
the Widow Lennon doesn’t have to be
YK N, the play’s not THELL, those trees aren’t AKS...
and as for me, I’d rather greet a friend
with more extravagance of warmth than “HELL.”
ETERNAL GRATITUDE
The picture hung above the fireplace
at Mom and Dad's. My grandpa made the frame.
No fireplace today, no Mom and Dad,
except in the occasional refrain
that echoes, "Wear a hat; it's going to rain." 

Each poem is five lines in iambic pentameter
LABRADOR GRATITUDE
I have cohabited with Labradors—
enthusiasm, joy, affection packed
in white and yellow fur—whose appetite
for human hugs and Frisbee games was matched,
or nearly so, by that for hamburger.
INSPIRATION GRATITUDE
The odd stray thought, the cockamamie scheme...
an impulse to make songs, or birthday cakes,
or sculptures out of bits of string... could be
the universe’s way of saying, “Pay
attention, kid; you just might change the world.”
GUT-FLORA GRATITUDE
Intestinal bacteria are not
the enemy I thought. Some types, it seems,
are friendly to digestion, some protect
immunity, and some make vitamins.
Reminder: Eat bananas, beans, and kraut.
POPLAR GRATITUDE
A crooked tree, a naked branch—a leaf?
How does it stay attached, this russet thing
with specks of green? Tenacity, perhaps?
Impertinence? A yes to winter’s no?
Or newly grown and confident of spring....
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Hymn to Morning

B

lessed morning, proof of mercy,
salutary to my spirit,
I rise early as you move me
to observe your glad appearing.
All my senses bow and praise you
when in splendor you arrive,
your flame to gentle hearts benign;
they come with song and celebration.
Lovely morning, sign of grace and
promise: Once again to light you
call us, who lay through the night
insensible and motionless; but
now across the sky your colors
play, your glory shines, and every
ray imparts a tender kiss,
awakening a hope, a wish…
a memory of bliss and joy,
a certainty of benefit for
those who on the light depend,
whose hearts incline toward happiness.
How, we ask, by doubt beset, have
we deserved contentment? Might our
efforts on their own achieve
the beauty that with morning gleams
on every leaf of every tree?
On you we must rely to see
the way Creation made for each
of us, our purpose and our place.

Anne Anderson

Blessed morning, proof of mercy,
where our bliss and grateful service
intersect, may your light take us
to this holy destination,
sacred to our purpose. Amen. 
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The Only Way

I

am not afraid of dying. I’ve already died at least a
thousand times and come out, maybe chastened,
maybe childlike, on the other side. I might have said, if
I had words for it, I hate it here. I want my old life back.
But there’s no future in that, is there? Onward, says my
wise friend, pointing easterly.
Without a more appealing prospect, I obey and turn and
see a light, a brighter one than shone before, and hear a
softer, sweeter voice than what was shrill and screaming in
the pain of yesterday, the dream I’d just awakened from.
And so it is (as if it were a choice I’d made—my will
instead of, in the end, the only way to bliss), toward that
new star, benign in April’s misty dawn, above new streams
and gently rising hills, that I begin. 

Jim Daly
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Dead Stones

I

’ve seen you fulminate and shake your fist
at all the monoliths and caverns met,
immovable as Jupiter from Earth —
as inhospitable and cold — assailed
in vain, in agonies of thwarted aim —
with blood and sweat and tears expended, all
for naught; in years abandoned to the joust
with still, insensate obstacles that won’t
or can’t apologize, that cast no eye
on their defiers, neither pitiful
nor hostile, lacking choice, remaining where
they fell, their tombs, finality without
a voice to mock, without a will to move
or to remain immobile, barely scarred,
unmindful of the cataracts whose birth
within the rock is just as silent, just
as still, and just as certain—swelling
as the flood surrounds and enters every rent
and pore and cavity, where steady rain,
insidiously, probes the stony faces.
Now the mountains are made low.
Now the tor begets the stream.
Now the shadow disappears.
Now the blood and sweat and tears
flow together, are redeemed.

Now the carcasses of years
sink into the brittle crust.
Now they make the barren land
generous to growth again;
now absorbing seed and spore.
Only now, and not before. 
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I

t wasn’t even hate that made the armies
wait imperiled in the long scar spanning
boundaries, bisecting fields—the long
scar from the mountains to the sea.
Their hearts were far from the artillery,
the lethal gas, the twisted wire—
in Ireland, perhaps, beside the hearth,
a baby on one knee.
It wasn’t hate that made the nations
send their young men off to war, with
rifles and too little more. In parliaments
and palaces were pride and fear enough,
ambition, and this theory and that;
and as they strategized, exchanging futile
plans and making promises in
desperation, as they wagered though
the banks were dry, fate laughed and
damned their schemes and snatched her
human sacrifice. The princes and the
ministers of war stood by, resigned and
horrified by turns, as twenty million died,
and even now, when more than ninety years
have passed, no one is certain why.
Who could have known that it would last
so long—this lottery of lives begun when
leaders failed to lead or to inspire and
armies marched despondently to where
the trains were leashed, impatientseeming, monsters straining with kinetic

energy, to chase each other, iron on
steel, with only minutes’ separation,
greedily devouring miles, as powerful on
the incline as on the plain, speed
unabated till they stopped at last,
expelled their loads, insentient
machines that they had always been,
though they had carried men but left
their hearts behind as if these sons,
these fathers, and these husbands might
thus tend the tidy fields and spend the
evening by the fire—such humble
aspirations, honest work and wellearned rest—how could they possibly
accept the gray reality that fate,
unsatisfied, and war’s momentum would
determine otherwise? They did what
pawns have always done: Until their
countries were impoverished, until the
money and the will were gone, they kept on
keeping on.
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Many who survived were broken when it
ended (though in truth the giant only
slept); some would heal, some wrote in
poetry and prose of what they’d seen,
what they’d endured, what they had
witnessed of man’s inhumanity to man;
but there were those returning to the
land, if land remained, who never spoke
of it, and no one knows if they believed
that fortune had been kind in keeping
them alive or if, instead—their
comrades missing, maimed, or killed
by what they did not understand
sufficiently to hate—they wanted
nothing but oblivion and would have
gladly shared their fellows’ fate,
to perish in the ruined countryside
and lie amid the final stillness of
the twenty million who had died. 
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Not Yet

W

ho are you, teasing, taunting, twisting,
terrifying in the night,
defying touch and definition
weaving in and out of sight?
How dare you haunt my sunny afternoons
and steal my youth and sap my energy
with dread that weighs a thousand tombs
and chains itself to my appendages.
When I would fly, you clip my wings.
When I would sing, no melody
occurs to me, and if it tried
spontaneously to self-create
you make it drear, a dirge,
and even tears won’t flow, but surface,
freeze, evaporate.
They say some call you friend.
They welcome you, an end to suffering,
and others seek you out of wonderment
or curiosity.
To me, you are too little form.
I can’t conceive your size or depth.
Perhaps someday, but not today,
not here, not well, not yet. 
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First Breath

I

n the morning, I am like a seed
awakening to spring, aware
however lazily of sunlight’s
altered angle, as if it would poke
and prod instead of blanketing my
little bed. It will immerse me by
and by.
I needn’t rush into its warm caress or
seize its clarity—they come to me,
and when they reach the pocket
where I stir, still languid after
winter’s inactivity, they draw me up
and out into the gentle flow of
energy that is the universe at play,
inviting me to watch for wonders,
dance with dragonflies, and praise
with song and laughter that great
exhalation with which I am
breathed. 
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WATCHING MORNING COME

T

he sky was black for all the hours
I’d watched since evening
with scant relief from scattered stars
like flaws in weaving.
First they were merely of the fabric—
the solitary cyclist, the willow tree—
brought to life by ordinary magic
the color of barley. 

Kate Greenaway

MORNING SMILES

F

irst the promise, wrapped in pink and
silver-gray, a dazzling parade of shifting
shades as if you can’t quite make your
mind up what to wear… and then you smile…
and I inhale the sacred glory and the
immortality of your unfailing grace displayed
with endless generosity as every day begins
and claim again that I too bear within,
beneath whatever skin I might have donned
for safety’s sake, a golden ball too bright and
beautiful to look upon. Amen. 
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